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ABSTRACT
*Using Reading Race in Improving Students'Reading Ability
at Islamic Junior High School Bahrul Ulum, Gowa Regenry'.
Nuraziza Alieh
Prof. Ilamdan Juhannis, MA-, Ph. D.
Nunalrrm, S. Pd., M. Si.
This was a pre-experimental research using one group pre-test and pos-
test design, which was aimed at finding out the effects of Reading Race
Technique in improving students' ability in reading at Islamic Junior High
School Bahrul Ulum, Gowa Regency.
The population of this research was Islamic Junior High School at
200912010 academic year. There are three classes of this school; they are first year
class, second year class and third year class. It consists of 14 students offirst year
classn 13 students of second year class and 19 students ofthird year class. The
total number of population is 46 students. The writer used purposive sampling
technique and it consists of 27 students.
This research employed reading testing (multiple choice questions) as the
instnrment of data collection. The result of this test was used to assess to what
extent reading race technique to improve the students' ability in reading after the
beahnent. After several meetings, this research found out the use of reading race
technique significantly effective to improve the stude,nts' ability in reading. The
result of this research was (1) the mean score obtained by students through pre-
test was 61.11 and post-test was 82.59, (2) the value of t-test was 7.011, the level
significance: 0.000 degree of freedom, dF 29 and level of confidence: 95,. It
means that this is a siguificant difference between the nesult of the shrdents' pre-
test and post-test. Therefore, hypothesis [Io was rejected and Hr was accepted.
xll
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CHAPTER I
INTROI}UCTION
This chapter presents , problem statemen! objective of the
research, the significance of the research, the scope of the research and the
operational definition of terms.
A, Background
Reading is one of the basic communication skills and a process in which
readerfmdsirformation given by the writer in the wriuen form.
Reading ability is the most important thing today and no one can get
success without having this ability. This ability helps people to get information
from the simple reading text to the more complex one. The events of the day to
the scientific issue can be known through reading ability. As De Boer stateso "One
of the best important ways of learning however is through reading. Success in
school and in life depends in talrge part on your abitity to reado'. (1982:166)
For this reason, the reading ability is importantly needed for students in
acquiring the English language skill. This can be seen in the teaching learning
process. There are many books on science and technologies are written in English.
This means that learners axe expected to be able to understand the English written
information in the book used. Hence, the reading ability is significantly needed by
the student.
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But" in fact there are many shrdents who feel afraid and wonied to know
the material given in futly English and without translation in the unitten form.
However, this is not only the single problem faced by the student in acquiring the
Fnglish language skill, particularly reading skill. There is also another significant
obstacle they faced in understanding the reading passage; it is the speed and
cornprehension of the stud€nt. They always fry to find out the meaning of every
word so they are difficult to understand the meaning of the text. Kumba in Ratna
(1995:30) states that "the average students are still poor in reading especially in
comprehending the passage". This statement is zupported by the result of some
researchers who found out that the students' ability in reading especially in speed
and comprehension is very low. YeL like any other skill, the ability to read
efficiently can be developed with training.
In training, the technique is significantly needed by the teacher. Because
the technique or teaching influences the students' succ,ess, so the teacher of
English should select the suitabte method or technique to teach dre students. So,
this thesis, the wrikr ties to introduce reading race technique.
Reading race technique is technique which is used to improve the reading
speed and comprehension. By reading race students can read information more
quicHy. The students may also get a better understanding of it, as we witl hold-
more of it in short term memory. Reading race also is how can the students read
with better comprehension during quicker and remember it well also at the same
time. Nurhadi (1987: 3t-32\ states that r€ad fast and effective is kind reads that
grve top priority speedo without leave comprehension towards the reading aspect.
Caring out the situation above, the writer is interested to conduct a
research on "Using Reading Race in Improving Studentsn Reading Ability at
Istamic Junior lligh SchootBahrultllum, Gbwa Regencyt.
B. Problem Statements
Related to the backgrotrnd above, the writer fonnulates research questions
as follow:
l. What is the students'reading ability before using reading race of the
students at Islamic Junior High School Bahrul Ulum, Gowa Regency?
2. What is the students' reading ability after using reading race of the
students at Islamic Junior High School Bahrul Ulum, Gowa Regency?
3. Is the use of reading race effective to improve the sfudents' reading
ability at Islamic Junior High School Bahrul Ulum, Gowa Regency?
C. Objectives of the Research
In relating to the problem statements above the objective of the research
are to find out:
1. The students' reading ability before using reading race of the students
at Islamic Junior High Schoot Balrul Ulum, Gowa Regency.
2. The students' reading ability after using reading race of the students al
Islamic Junior High School Bahd Lllum, Gowa Regency.
3. The effectiveness of reading race in improving the reading ability of
the students at Islamic Junior High School Bahrul Ulum, Gowa
Regency.
4D. Significance of the Research
The results of the research are expected to be useful information and a
reference for the English students in general, and for the teachers. It is also
expected to give a new insight in developing the English reading skill.
E Scope of the Research
The research is restricted to the use of Reading Race strategy to improve
reading ability at Islamic Junior High School Batrrul Ulum, Gowa Regency. In
this research, the writer uses reading test with diff€refit tupic as dre iustnnnent to
m@sure the students reading ability.
F. The Operational llefinition of Terms
l. Reading Ability
Reading abitrty is skill to recognize the meaningful written symbol and the
comprehension of massage which is communicated. As Foertsch states,"Learning
to read means learning to bring meaning to a text in order to get meaning from it".
(1998). Petty and Jensen (1980:208) say when a peffion reads, he is processing
infomratioru of course, they do not say that all informationprocessing is reading.
In reading, understanding only not enough, but also need the speed in
reading. This ability is necessary to make relevance between the students'
knowledge and the growing of science and technology now. In fact, some test like
naional examination, TOEFL test, etc, the shrdents required to find answer to
specific question in limited time. Combination between speed and comprehension
in reading, the researcher calls "the reading ability".
2. Reading Race
Reading race is technique which is used to improve the reading speed and
comprehension. Application of this strategy iu teaching learning process will
makes all the students more active in classroom and to decrease the students' habit
that reads and fanslates text word by word. In teaching learning process, reading
is formulated like a motor ftrce or car race championship, where the sfudents
confront each other in reading speed and comprehension.
Based on the definition above, the writer conclude that the application of
reading race in improving the students' reading abilif means that the application
of reading race can become oue of effective ways in teaching reading process,
where students can overcome the barriers to learn for getting result in improving
their reading abillty.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATTTRE
A. Some Previous Research Finding
Rani Musfirah (2004) conducted a research on catching the main idea
through speed reading, she reported that the students of SMLJN I Selayar are able
to catch the main ideq because 18 (60%) of students can catch the main idea of
pamgraph.
Hj. Sabaxia in Muslimah (2008) conclude out that one of the teachers'
most effective instrument for stimulating and grdding the students in teaching and
in tearning process on the part of the teaching, a teacher can begin by focusing on
the question the teacher uses.
Supiani (2009) states that the use of skimming and scanning technique was
successful to improved the students' reading comprehension achievement at the
third year students of SMP Negeri 3 Bontotiro.
Hariana in Muslimah (2008) reported that reading material in various ways
coutd improve the students' interest.
Based on the previous related research above the researcher concludes that
there are many ways that the teacher can use to improve the students reading
ability. In this case, the teachers are expected to use maly kinds of techrique or
method on the reading class. So, in this thesis, the writer wants to inroduce a new
technique to improve reading speed and comprehension namely reading race
technique. The writer is sure that the facts shown ftrough conctmion of previous
research erxilre the writer this research is visible to conduct.
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B. The Concept of Reading
Before going on discussion of the aspect related to reading, the
researcher would like to present a verse of the Al-Qur'an verse namely the first
and the third verse of Al-alaq;
@ i]t'xier$:; ijgj @ .3l3.,silcqr 1;U iyf
*(t) Read in the ftrme of thy Lord Who created. Read and your Lord is the most
generous". (Al-alaq: l, 3). (www. quranexplorer. com)
The first verse shows the requisite of reading; before reading someone
mustread basmatah to get Gods' mercy and the third verse shows that if someone
always repeat his/trer reading, the God will give mercy and knowledge for
himlher. In conclusion, reading is very important and the people must be read
something not only such a text, but also read anything &at in which they get
information or knowledge.
1. TheDefinition of Reading
Reading is an exercise dominated by eyes and the brain. The eyes
receive messages and the brain then has to work out the significance of these
messages (Jeremy Hormer, 1991:190). Reading must be recognized that is a
langtrage process. It is cl'osely lfuilrsd to other language processes, patieulady to
cognitive process. It is centered in brain and it involves all the process that brain
uses in the normal course of mental activity like: we pay attention, we perceive,
we remember, we forget etc. (Barbara Taylor, 1988).
Three basic definition of reading have driven literacy progftrms in the
United States (Foertsctr, 1998). According to the first definition, learning to read
reans learning to pronounce words. According to the second definition, learning
to read means leaming to identifu words and get their meaning. According to the
ftird definition, leaming to read means leaming to bring meaning to a text in order
to get meaning from it.
Guy L. Bond and Eva Bond Wagner explained the meaning of reading as
the process of acquiring and author's meaning and of interpreting, evaluating and
effecting upon those meaning. Eddie williams (198a;2) states that the definition of
reading is that it is a process whereby one looks at and understands what has been
written
From the quotes above, the writer can conclude that reading is the
interaction between the reader and the writer where the reader tackles what the
writer means. The reader expr€sses it by giving attention, encoding and retieval
with eyes and brain.
2. Reading Abilities
Two basic parameters for rrcading:
a. Reading Speed
Mc. Whorter (1992:3) defines reading speed as performing reading with
the minimum expense or waste time. On the other hand, readrng speed is the
abitity of the readerto use time effectively without losing comprehension.
Reading speed or reading faster helps you to understand more. In fact,
your brain works better when you read faster. If you read slowly, you read one
word at a time; you must remember many separate words. Soon you can get tired
or bored. But if you read faster, you can read groups of words together, and then
you can think about ideas and not just single words. That is why you understand
better and remember more.
b. Understanding of What Is Read
M. R. Davenport (2002) views reading as a process of constructing
meaning, not of saying words, and perceives miscues as a window into a reader's
sfiategies for creating meaning. The goal of creating meaning and the process of
perceive miscue is appearing a new idea or concl.usion and the ability of the
students' to find answer to specific questions. When the students can achieve the
goals, it is mean that the students understand about what they have been read.
3. The Reasons for Reading
People read something to know any information that they need. Grellet in
Mursalim (1988:26) there are three main reasons for reading, they are:
Reading for information
In most cases, reading for information is relevant to current study of the
reader. They read to find of information to reduce their uncertainties.
Readingfor pleasrne
Is done without other people order but according to individual reader are
wish, mood and taste. Reading for pleasure aims at giving the reader pleasure
througlt an imaginative experieflce and c€nters upon hurnan concem such love,
ambition" war, revenge, family live at, etc. it is purpose is to enable and enrich the
reader by Deepings his emotional live sharpening his sensitive life value.
t0
Further, the purpose of reading in any language is to inform ourselves about
something we are interested in, or to challenge our knowledge on certain mattef,
in other words, to extend our experience of the word in which we live.
Reading for Purpose
Reading for purpose could be specific like looking up a telephone directory
for somebody nrnmbers or address. The ptrryose wtll usually determine the
appropriate type of reading and the relevant reading skills to be used.
4. Kinds of Reading
There are four kinds of reading, namely; silent reading, oral reading,
reading {oud, and speed reading.
Silent reading; the aim of silent reading understanding, we can do silent
reading faster than oral reading because in silent reading there is no physical
movement of speech organ. [n silent reading, a reader only says the words in
mind. To develop the students understanding in silent reading we may give
tlrcm shoft reading passage in the beginning and ask afterward;s. To test our
students speed and understanding we can do the following steps:
1) Give them a limited time to read a certain passage
2) Give them a particular question to answer about it
Oral reading: in oral reading, a reader vocalizes the printed words one by one.
Soo a reader who does oral reading can practice and try to improve his
pronunciation, stess, and intonation. In oral reading the student will get
experience in producing the sound which should be practiced as many times as
possible.
l l
c. Reading aloud; is completely different activity. Its purpose is not only to
underetand a text but also to convey the information to someone else. Reading
aloud is very useful in the early stage of foreign language learning to practice
pronunciation. It is obvious that reading aloud is some difficult then silent
reading because our attention is divided between reading and speaking but it is
very important eqpecially for those drose pronuuciation is inadequate.
This kind of reading is used to improve speed and comprehension in reading.
This skill is very important for student. If they do not have skill of speed
reading, call the process of studying will be slow and ineffective. That is why,
speed reading should be regarded as one the main skills in reading. The skill
,$
of speed readrng must run side by sides with the main purpose of reading that
is comprehension.
In order to reach the maximum speed reading, the readers need to
understand the physical factors involved in the reading processes and how these
affects the speed which the reader read. There three physicat factors that are
influence. They are as follow:
l. Eye Movements
The visual symbol a reader sees on the printed page are the means by
which his mind interprets what she readso in other words, reading is a visual as
well as mental process. This section is intended to explain the visual role in the
tota"t reading process.
t2
a. Fixation
In reading, a fixation is made eyes stop to focus on a word group of words.
Very slow readers fixate or focus on each word in the sentences. Some
slow readers may even fixate on each syllable. The duration of the fixation
is as the number of fixation. The eyes usually remain on word rmtil the
mind perceives the meaning, tfter€fore, if fte ffrmberof is fixation is large
and the duration long, the reading process will be exceeding slow. (Zoon,
1980:25)
b. Recognition Span
The nrnnber o*f words a reader recognizes and perceives during one
fixation is called his or her recognition span. Many studies have been
made to detemine the number of words the ayes is capable or seeing time.
The result of this study indicates that the ayes can actually see not more
than fwo or words for fixation, Q,wu 1980:5)
c. Regression
. In the reading pnrcess, a reader regresses wtren he or she goes back and
rereads what he or she just reads. Some regression era normal, even
necessary, in order to gain complete understanding of what the readers
read. However, habifual regression not only decreases tlre reader's speed
but lows his or her level comprehension as well.
Z. Lip Movement
As mentioned earheE reading is a complex process, reading is both a
visual and mental process. The mind is capable or perceiving the massage directly
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from the eyes contact with printed page. Therefore, lip movements are seldom
necessary and in fact, will interfere with reader's speed of reading. There are two
kinds of tip movements which are not accepted. They are as follow:
a- Vocalization
If a reader moves his or her lips or whispers each word as he or she reads,
he or she is yssalizing. This indicates ftat he or she did fixating on each
word and pronouncing the words as he or she is reading orally. This
practice will limit his or her reading rate. (Simanjutak, 1988:46).
b. Sub Vocalizatran
Although a reader might lrot actually whisper or moves his or her lips
while reading, he o she might say the words to him or herself. In other
words, he or she vocalizes. Since thinking is essential to the reading
process.
3. Phrasing
In other to comprehend what a reader readso he or she must read for ideas.
An idea is seldom contained in a single word, but rather in a group of words.
When the reader speaks, he or she does not distinetly say each individual word
instead, he or she speaks in phrases.
Leamngto read rapidly and well pr€suppscs that you have the necessary
vocabulary and comprehension skill. When the students have advanced on the
reading comprehension materials to a level at which that the students can
understand college level materials, they will be ready to speed reading practice in
eamest. Understanding the role of speed in the reading process is essential. There
t4
is some reason to believe that the factors producrng slow reading are also involved
in lowered comprehension, most adults are able to increase their rate of reading
considerably and rather quickly without lowering comprehension. These same
individual seldom show an inqease in comprehension is actually better at higher
rates of speed. Such results, of courseo are heavily dependent upon the method
used to gain the increased rate. Simply reaimg more rapidty without actual
improvernent in basic reading habits usually result in lowered comprehension.
Some of the fact which reduce reading rate as follow:
Limited perceptual span: word-by-word reading.
Slow perceptual reaction time: slowness of recognition and response to the
material.
Vocalization, including the need to vocalize in order to achieve
comprehension.
Faulty eye movements, including inaccuracy in placement of the page, in
return sweep, in rhythm and regularity of movement.
Regression, both habituat and as associated with habits of concentration.
Faulty habits of attention and concentration, beginning with simple
inattention during the reading act and faulty processes of retention.
Lack of practice in reading, due simple to the fact that the person has read
very little and has limited reading interest so that very tittle reading is
practiced in the daily or weekly schedule.
Fear of losing comprehension, causing the person to suppers more time on
the individual words.
l .
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
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9- Habitual slow reading, in which the person can not read faster because he
has always read slowly.
10. Poor evaluation of which aspects are important and which are unimportant.
ll. The effort to remember everything rather than to rernember selectively.
There are two very encouraging things about increasing reading speed in:
tD it is easiest reading skills to improve, dnd (2) tro rfidttef how fast people read,
ty can learn to read still faster. As an excellent reader people can still achieve
Eher speed in reading. When people want to increase their reading speed they
c do, so if they understand rapid reading, having careful guidance in applying
be principles and are willing to pmctice.
When we try to read fast, it is important for us also to know: first is how to
tmunce evefy word in the text. second, peopte of the students which can read
fu, can cover the text and understand the meaning of the lines in print faster and
rilely, than the people who can only read slowly, they can only see and
*stand short angte of the tine in the text. Poor readers usually view glance a
-ll, 
meaningless units of few letters words. For some people they will think that
&y can really read faster if they could leam to gasp more large meaningful
lib' throughout each eye pause. Some people also think that they
o-rrFrehension may improve if a reader leamed to read in understanding thought
-ts rather than separate words or in small units or translating them into first
huage words per words which finally the words itself do not have much a
sning in themselves. Third, to increase our reading speed is to leam to grasp
Inger units or thought. Fourtlu thing to do for faster reading skills is to quicken
t6
the reading pace. Just as one can walk faster when he wants to, he can also read
faster if he wants to-
5. ReadingRules
Laidlaw Brothers (1962:84) divides three reading rules that can improve
the reading skill:
Cultivate the habit of reading
Someone never learn to become an efficient reader or to evaluate what
you have read unless you have first bcome a steady reader.
Learning to read actively
This mears, thitking white you read, you learned that mistske in
reasoning are easy to make bit often hard to spot. Thus, when you read
especially when you read anything of controversial nature, you must be on
alet for pitfalls in reasoning. If you ty to absorb material without thinking
about it, the scope of your reading ability will remain very fturow.
Leaming to apply a principle of subordination to what you read.
It is mean that you must learn to recognize important ideas and to
separate them from less important ideas and details. When reading to learq
students need to follow four basic steps:
1) Figure out the purpose of reading. Activate background knowledge of the
topic on order to predict or anticipate content and identiff appropriate
reading strategies.
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2) Attend to the parts of ttre text that are relevant to the identified purpose and
ignore the rest. This selectivity enables students to focus on specific items
in the input and reduce the amount of infonnation they have to hold in
shortterm memory.
3) Select shategies that are appropfiate to the reading task and use them
flexibly and interactively. Studentso comprehension improves and their
confidence increase when they use top down and bottom-up skills
simultaneously to construct meaning.
4) Check comprehension while reading and wtren the reading task is
completed. Monitoring comprehension helps students detect
inconsistencies and comprehension failures, helping them learn to use
alternative strategies. (Heidi Byrnes; I998: I I ).
After the students follow the four basic steps when they are reading, the
shrilents have to know some habits to avoid when reading process.
l) Unconsciously forming words with the lips or in the throat. This habit
called "Sub-vocal izing" .
2) Going back over the tracks.
When you read very difficuh materials, you may refirn and read passages
that prevent you from what comes next. But such a refurn should be
deliberated back and forth. And lose the thread of what you are reading.
The next sentence or paragfaph may clear up what was puzzting you.
(Laidlaw Brothers; 1 9 62:12).
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6. Techniques of Improving Reading Skill
There are some techniques that able to help the students to improve
reading skill as follows:
a Leamingto read in word grcup
A good reader reads in word groups. He does not centre his attention on
word as such as the eyes travel across a line of print the eyes move from left to
right pausing slightly at intervals and then moving along the line, where the eyes
retum sweep to the beginning of the text line. It is during this pause that actual
reading take place. Naturally, the fewer pauses, the faster the rate of reading. The
fewer that pauses, the less fatigue there will be too, since the eyes do not have to
*op and go so many times. To develop greater speed, a reader should widen
recognition span and pause for a shorter time. The reader sees no more than just a
word at a time and practice seeing a whole phrase. When reading groups, the eyes
look at the centre of the group. @rewton, et. aI. 1962:119).
1) Pre-reading
This technique is intended to help understand the meaning of an article
or book, therefore a reader needs to read and understand essential points of a
written message. (Wiryodijoyo, I 989:54)
2) Skimming
Speed is often important in reading; the readers may have a lot of to
read but not much time, fot this kind of reading, the readers usually do not know
and remember the information from the book or article they read. Therefore, in
this case the readers need one technique of reading namely skimming.
rSkimming is a technique in which you selectively read and skip in
order to find only the most important ideas. The reader does not need to spend
much time to read every wordo phrase, sentence or paragraph, they just quickly
across dnd down a page to find the specific information.
In skimming technique, the students go through the reading material
quickly in order to get the gisf of it, to know how fte materiat is organized.
Robert D postnan (1985:20) there are three basic aims of skimming,
they are:
A. To get infoffiation from a book or article or short story
B. To find specific case from a reading material
3) Critical reading
Irr reading, areadet not only waiits to kiiow something, but also w6nts
to evaluate it. The ability to evaluate is more determined by the reader's
educational background, &ge, experience and personality. However, every person
commonly can evaluate something if his thinking power or mind power develops
sufficient. (Wryodrjoyo, I 989 :45).
4) Reporting wtrat has been read
The abitity to read includes the ability to interpret and summarize
accurately the content or meaning of what has been read. In the form of summary,
the reader should tell briefly, using his own words, what the book chapter, or
article is about. @rewton, et. aI. 1962:126).
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5) Key word
Another technique done to be an efficient reader is to look for key
words of reading material. To do this, a reader should concentrate his attention on
the important words. To a large extent, by ignoring or paying a little attention to
another words, a reader must see every word (identifr and recognize it) but just
spend time a word if can help the reader find the information o,r ideas in a
ninimum amount of time. (Bakk4 1989:25)
6) Concentration
ln order to be able to understand the reading t€xt, concentration is
extremely required. Concentration is mental condition that can direct attention to a
c€rtain object. It is too diffrcult or comprehends a piece of writing without
coneentiation. That is why a re?rdet who wishes to improve his reading abilrty
should have concentration in reading. (Wiryodijoyo, 1989:54).
7. Some Dfficulties in Reading
a. Habit of regression
One habit to avoid in reading that of *Going back your track". Almost
every reads in this wayo tlnt is by doing the habit of regression when reading
every difficult material, the readers sometimes reread and return the passage: this
habit is allowed; however in ordinary reading, this reading should not be so
frequent because it can be block reading rate and compreherrsion.
b). Word by word reading
Albe* J. Harris (1980) stated that the student may have misconception
that reading is saying the wordso aloud or to oneself, and may not be trying to
2l
group the words in thought units. Many slow readers have the misconception that
they have to read every word.
c). Poor concenfiation
Concentration is exfemely important in effective reading. The reader
cannot submerge himself completely in reading process if he is poor or less
oone€ntration in rcading. Consequently, high reading speed and perfeet
cmprehension cannot be realized well without concentation.
C The Concept of Reading Race
1. Delinitioo ogpsgrting Race
a) Arie Susani QO08) stated thal'?eading race is technique which is design
like a motor or cir race where the students rival each other to read the
terft and this technique is used to decrease the students' habit that
always read and translate the text word by word".
b) The Amazing Reading Race is an innovative initiative to promote
literacy and the way to get the students involved in reading for pleasure.
(Ann Wilson).
2. The Major Purposes of Reading Race
a) To makes all the students more active in classroom.
b) To decrease the students' habit that reads and translates text word bv
word.
c) To increase awareness of the importance of reading and to make reading
as a habit.
"))
d) To trains goup work activity.
e) To increase the students ability to retelling wtrat they have been read.
3. Procedure of Reading Race
a) The teacher makes 3 (three) kinds of reading text and then copies the
reading text, each reading is copied to become 4 (four) sheets.
b) 12 sheets of reading text are patched on tfte wall of class (frront behin4
right side, and left side of the class).
c) The students must bolt if they want to read the reading text (they read the
reading text like they read the wall magazine).
d) The students read rapidly with silent mode in 15 minutes.
e) After that, the students divided into some groups and then they must be
discuss about rvhat they have been read to answer multiple choice
questions in 10 minutes and to retelling the reading in 5 (five) minutes.
0 All groups race to answer the entire questions to become a winner.
D. Reading Race and Speed Reading
1. The Sameness betwecn Reading Race and Speed Reading
Reading Race and Speed reading have the same purpose; to improve
reading ability, especially to improve reading speed without losing
comprehension.
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2. The l)ifrerence between Reading Race and Speed Reading
a. To practice Reading Race, someone needs the other person as a rival
but to practice Speed Reading someone do not need the other person
because he canpractice it by his/trerself.
b. Reading Race is measured by how many questions that tlre students can
answer after they read in limited time but Speed Reading is measured
by how many words that the students can read in limited time.
E. Resume
Bas€d on the pertinent ideas, the researcher csumed that: reading is the
interaction betrveen the reader and the writer where the reader tackles what the
writer mean. The reader expresses what he/she had been read by grving attention"
encoding and retrieval with eyes and brain. Reading unlike many other forms of
communication, is individual, communication usually from the author to the
reader. While reading ability can be defined as the ability to understand what the
writer qrites on the text. To improve students' ability in reading, the teachers can
use reading race. Reading race is a good method that makes students could
understand as fast as possible, so the students can easily to read English text.
F. Theoretical Framework
The theoretical framework ofthis research is illusfiated as follows:
Terms and activities
given in case of
treatnent (Reading
race tecbnique)
INPUT
Reading test
multiple
choice questions) to
knowReadingRace
affectivity.
PROCESS
tnproving the
students' ability in
reading speed and
comprehension
OUTPUT
Figure 1. Variable affecting uiriting achievement
. Input, has something to do with any activities and terms that were
committed as treafinent within the class during the research based on the
reading race technique. l
o Process refers to the reading test (answering multiple choice questions)
given whose aims to know the influence of reading race technique to the
students' ability in reading.
o Output, as the output of the process, it refers to the improving of students'
ability in reading speed and comprehension.
CIIAPTER IN
METHODOLOGY OF TIIE RESEARCH
This chapter presents research design, variable of the research, population
and sample, the instrument of the research, procodure of collecting data and
technique of data analysis
A. Research Design
The method of this research was pre-experimental design with pre-test and
post test design. The comparison between the pre-test and post test score depends
on the success of the treatment. The design was ptesented in the fotlowing figwe:
Or
Pre-Test
X
Treatment
0z
Post-testff>
-+
Figure 2. Research design
Where:Or : Pre-test
X = Treatnoent
Oz : Post-test
(Gay, 1991:225)
B. The Variable of the Research
This research has one dependent and one indepeudent variable. The
dependent variable of this research is the students' reading ability and the
independent variable of this research is reading race.
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C. Population and Sample
1). Population
To know more about the condition of ppulation in composing this thesis
so that for the first time the writer explain definition of population, According to
Arikunto: (2006) has a view that population is the total of the research subject
The population of this research was Islamic Junior High School at 2009/2010
academic year. There are three classes of this school; they are first year clasq
second year class and third year class. It consists of 14 students of first year class,
13 students of second year class and 19 students of third year class. The total
number ofpopulatiou is 46 students.
2). Semple
Sarrple is most of representatives of the population wtro are researched.
(fuikunto, 2006). The sampling technique in this research is purposive sampling
because the third year students cannot join with this research because they
concern on their final examination so the research just takes two classes namely
first year and second year class at Islamic Junior High School Bahrul UlurU Gowa
Regency. The total number of sample is 27 students.
D. The Instrument of the Research
The research instnment plays an important role to collect data. The
ins6ument used in this research is an objective test, and the writer used one type
of objective test, wtrich is multiple-choice tlpe. Multiple-choice tlpe can be
scored objectively and canmeasure learning out come directly.
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This research, the test consists ofreading passages; each reading passage
consists of several multiple-choice questions. The test consisted of 20 items with
four alternatives. The altematives include one correct answer and three wrong
answers. Comprehension is measured by asking sfudents to choose one out of
several altemative answers. The measure of comprehension skills was the number
of questions answered correctly.
E. Procedure of Collecting Data
In collecting data the writer used some procedures as follow:
1) Pre-test
The researcher distibuted the pre-test to the students first. It was aimed
at finding out the students' prior knowledge about reading text. The pre-test was
done on February fi'e}}rc.
2) Treatment
Activating reading race technique meant researcher helped the student to
leam how to read as speed as possible without losing the meaning of the text. The
researcher gave the freatment for eight meetings; it takes 90 minutes and gave the
different topic for each meeting.
a) In the first meeting of treatment on February 18ft 2010 was conducted in
the classroom for 90 minutes. In this meeting, the researcher introduced
about the reading race technique and then begin to apply the reading race
technique with the following steps:
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(1) The teacher makes 3 (the€) kinds of reading and then copies the
reading each reading is copied to become 4 (fow) sheet.
(2) 12 sheet of reading are patched on the wall of class (frong
behind, right side, and left side of the class).
(3) The students must be bolt if they want to read the reading (they
read the reading like they rcad the wall magazine).
(a) The students read rapidly with silentmode in 15 minutes.
(5) After that, the students divided into some groups and then they
must be discuss about wbat they have been read to answer
multiple choice questions in l0 minutes and to retelling the
reading in 5 (five) minutes.
(6) All groups race to answer the entire questions to become a
winner.
b) In the second meeting on February 19rt'2010, third meeting on Feb'ruary
zftz}l},fourth meeting on February z3'd}All,fifth meeting on Febnrary
24fr 2010, sixth meeting on February 25tu 2010, seventh meeting on
February 26fo 20!0, and eighth meeting on Febnrary 28fr 2010 was
conducted in the classroom for 90 minutes. Then, the researcher does the
same activity with the first meeting of teatnent, But she have to grven
with the different topic ofthe text.
3) Post-test
Post-test was the last procedure in this study. It was given to the students
after treatrrent. The post-test was conducted to find out the students achievement
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and their progress. It was used to know the result of teatrnent; it was also used to
know whether there is an improvement or not. The post-test was done on March
1" 2010.
F. Technique of Data Analysis
The collecting data through the test by using inferential statistic
percentage score is also used to know the students' ability. The steps under taken
in quantitative analysis employing the following formulas:
l. Scoring the sfudents' correct answer of pretest and posttest
S tudent s' c arr e ct onsw er
Scare = Totalnurnber of items r 100
(Sudjana: 1999)
2. Classiffing the students' score into following criteria:
The score of the students is classified into seven levels as follows:
No Rate of Score Categories Criteria
I 96 - 100 Excellent The students can answer the entire questions
correctly.
2 86*95 Very Good The students can answer 18 or 19 questions
correctly.
I
J 76 -8s Good The students can answer 16 or 17 questions
correctlv.
4 66 
-75 Fairly Good The students just answer 14 or 15 questions
correctly.
5 56*65 Fair The students just answer 12 or 13 questions
correctly.
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6 36-55 Poor The students just answer 8, 9, 10, or 11
questions correctly.
7 00-3s Very poor
All ofthe sfudents' answers are wrong, just
answer I question correctly, and just answer
2,3,4,50 6, or 7 questions correctly.
Table 1. Classifuing Score of Students
The total numbers of questions in pre-tesVpost-test arc 20 items. The
scoring is 5 (five) for each corect answer and 0 (zero) for the wrong
answer.
Adapted from Nurhtdayah, 2 A09
3. To find out fhe students' mean score, standard deviation, and significmt
difference between pretest and posttest the researcher analyzeusing SPSS
progr:rm. The formula of standard deviation of pre-test and post test as
follow:
7\,
Where: S = Standard deviation ofpre-test and post test
x i :Ni la ike- i
I =Mean score
N =Numberofdata
(Subana dkk,2005:87)
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T-test as follow:
where: Xr = rn€do score of pretest
Xe =rDom score ofpostest
Sr : sfandard deviation of pretest
52 = standard deviation ofposuest
Sr2 
- 
the square of stsndard deviation ofprretest
Sz2 = the square of standard deviation of posttest
r : conelation of pretest and posttest.
t=
(Sugiono, 2003:1 9)
i
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CHAPTERW
FINDINGS AIID DISCUSSIONS
This Chapter presents the research finding and discussion. The findings
present he description of the data collected through test. The furtlrer explanations
ad interpretation are given in the discussion section.
A. X'indings
The findings of the research deal with the description of data the
$udents' reading ability before and after using reading race, the frequency in the
rde percentage of the sfudents' scores, mean scores, the t-test value and
hypothesis testing.
l. The Description of Data
As it has been mentioned in the previous chapter, the uniter used the pre-
experimental research. She held this research by uking the scores af 27 students
as a respondent and analyzed those scores in order to find out whether there is any
impact after using Reading Race Technique by using the t-test. So, in total there
ae 54 scores because the samples had 2 set of scores.
The first score is pre-test score that consists of 20 items and the second
one is post-test scol€ that also consists of 20 items. The scoring is 5 (five) for each
oorrect answer and 0 (zero) for the vt/rong answer. The data of pre-test and post-
test score result can be seen in the following tables.
(Ihe fonn of the test and the result score c:tn be seen in appendix).
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l. The students' reading ability before using reading race is presented in the table
below:
The table 2 shows that there are no student include in the excellent
classification and a big part of the students include in poor classification (10
students)" moreover there are 3 (three) students include in the very poor
classification. It means that the average of the students' reading ability before
using reading race is still low.
Table 2. The classilication of students' pre-test
1 o o 1 c 1 I c c c o 1 C 1 I (} c c 1 o 7 35 ,ery poor
I o I 0 c o I c c c 0 0 1 o 0 0 € 0 5 30 Vefv 600r
3 1 1 1 I 1 1 I 1 1 o 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 o 18 9C Very good
4 1 C 1 c 1 1 c 1 1 o 7 1 I 1 1 1 c 1 0 13 55 Fair
5 o o 1 € 1 0 1 C o t 1 x c I o c L 1 a 1g 5C Poor
fi 1 I 0 € 1 0 1 I 1 1 0 1 L 1 1 1 c c 0 1 12 6{} Fair
7 c 0 1 c 1 c I I I 1 c 1 1 1 1 L c 1 1 c L2 60 Fair
I o c I C 1 0 1 c 0 1 o 1 c 1 I o 1 1 o 0 I 45 Poor
9 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 ( o 1 c 1 1 1 0 1 I a 16 80
1€ 1 1 c I 0 c 1 1 C 1 1 L 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 12 6€ Fair
11 1 1 1 C 0 1 I I c 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 c 13 65 Fair
a2 1 1 1 C 1 o 1 1 1 1 c t o 1 7 1 0 L 1 c 14 70 Good
13 t t 1 o 1 a 1 t I o G 1 A t c 0 € c € I 10 5€ Poor
L4 1 1 L 1 0 t 1 I 1 1 1 o 1 I 1 1 1 I 1 1A 90 Yerv cood
15 c 1 c c 1 I 1 1 ( t 0 o 1 € c 1 € 1 € I 45 Poor
1( 1 L 1 0 1 o 1 x 0 1 0 L 1 1 1 1 L 1 L c 15 75 Fairtv rcod
17 C 1 I o 1 o c 0 c 1 C I o c 1 1 c 1 1 1 1C 5€ Poor
18 1 1 1 1 1 1 t 1 ( 1 1 1 L 1 1 r. 1 c 18 9C Very good
19 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I ( 1 1 o I 1 1 € 1 I 1 L7 85 Good
28 I I c c 1 o 1 0 0 t 1 o c 1 1 c 1 I x 11 55 Poor
2! o 1 1 o 1 0 c € € o 1 o c 1 a € ! 1( 5€ Per
22 1 c I c o € 0 o 1 c c c I 1 { o f 4C Door
23 o 1 1 x 1 1 x 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 19 95 r'ery cood
2,4 o c 1 G 1 o 1 ( t a o 1 c t c C c 1 € 3C r'ery p@r
25 1 c 1 c 1 o I ( 0 c c c c 1 1 1 L 1C 5C tool
26 I c 1 1 1 1 c 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I 1 7 1 g a7 a5 Sood
27 c o c 1 t 1 1 o 0 ( c 1 1 c c I t o lC so Poor
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j The students' reading ability after using reading race is presented in the table
below:
Table 3. The classification of students' post-test
The table 3 shows that there are no student include in the very poor
classification and a big part of the students include in very good and good
classification (9 (nine) and 8 (eight) students), moreover there are 3 (three)
students include in the excellent classification. It means that the average of the
students' reading ability after using reading race significantly increase and it
1 3 a 6 7 I q fi 11 t7 ril ld 15 1€ L7 t8 t9 tt!
1 t I 1 1 1 0 1 1 I c 0 I 0 1 l- 1 ( 1 1 0 14 7aFairly good
2 1 0 C 1 1 0 1 c c 1 aI c c 1 1 0 t € c 9 45 Poor
3 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 19 95 /ery eood
4 1 1 1 1 1 L I t 1 1 fl 1 1 1 1 1 c 1 1 0 tl 8sGmd
5 1 I 1 7 c 1. I c I 1 t 0 I I c 0 t c 13 65 Fair
€
1 0 1 0 1 c c 1 1 1 c 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 12 50 Fair
7 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 L 1 t 1 c 1 1 1 0 0 1 c 15 75 Faidy good
I 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 L 1 c I 1 I 1 1 0 1f 80 Sood
9 1 L 1 I 1 1 1 0 7 ( 1 I 1 1 I 18 90 Very good
1C 1 I 1 0 1 1 1 c 0 1 0 IL 1 1 1 1I 1 1 16 8C Good
1l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 0 U I 1 18 90 Verv eood
t1 7 1 1 1 1 I I 1 I 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 I t7 85 Good
13 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 I ( 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 18 90 Very good
14 I 1 t" 1 1 1 1 I I 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 {I 1 20 1m Excellent
15 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 I 1 1 {I 1 1 7A 10c xcellent
16 1 1 aL 7 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 I I c I I 1 1 0 18 90 Very good
tt 1 1 1 I I I I 1 1 1 1 1 x € 1 1 19 95 Very good
18 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 I 1 1g a( t'erv eood
19 1 1 1 1 1 1 t 1 1 I 1 1 0 I 1 1 c 1 18 9C Sery good
2C I 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 I 1 1 1 1 7 1 1 L7 85 Good
2t 1 t 1 I 1 1 I I 1 0 1 I x 1 1 1 € I 1 € 17 85 (M
22 0 1 0 L 1 1 1 1 c 0 1 1 1 1 1 I I 1 1 15 8C Good
?3 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2C 10( Excellent
24 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 I 1 1 0 t} 85 Good
25 1 1 1 1 0 1 n 1 1 1 0 o 0 c t 1 1 c 13 65 Fair
26 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 I 1 I 1 1 1 c 18 9€ Very good
27 1 c 0 1 1 1 € 1 0 € I I 0 0 L 1 c t2 6{ -alr
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also means that the use of reading race is effective to improve the students'
reading ability.
{. The frequency and the rate percentage of the students' score of pretest and
posttest were classified in to some criteria. They are presented in the table
below:
The table 4 shows that from 27 students, based on pre-test there was not
students got excellent, 4 (four) (14.82%) students are classified as very good, 3
(three) (11.11%) students classified as good, 2 (two) (7.4) students are classified
as fairly good, 5 (five) (18.52yo) of them were in fait classification, and students
Table 4. The rate percentage ofthe students' score ofpretest and posttest
Frcqumcy Perce,ntags
{w
Excellent 96-100 0 J 11,11 i
I
Very Good 86-95 4 14,82 9 JJ.JJ
Good 76-85 aJ l l . l l I 29.63
Fairly good 66-75 2 7.4 2 7.4
Fair 56-65 5 t8.52 4 t4.82
, Poor 36-55 l0 37.04 I 3.71
Verv Poor 0-3s nJ 11.11 0 0
Total 27 r00% 27 r00%
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rnajority as poor it was l0 (37.04%) students, 3 (three) (ll.ll%) student as very
proor. Based on post-test here were 3 (three) (ll.1l%) students got excellent,9
'nine) (33.33o/o) students are classified as very good, 8 (eight) (29.63%) students
classified as good, 2 (two) (7.41%) students classified as fairly good, 4 (four)
t 14.82%) students as fair, only one students was in poor classification and no
sudents got very poor score. The classification above showed that the score of
sudents based on pre-test and post-test increase significantly.
5. Mean score of students in pre-test and post-test
Table 5
fl'l
Pre-test Posttest
27 61.11 82.59
The data on the table 5 shows that, the students' reading ability mean score
post-test was 82.59 higher than mean score in pretest 61.11. It means that the
reading of the students improve after giving treatment.
6. T-test
In order to know whether or not there a significant difference between the
two variable (pretest and posfiest) for the level significance: 0.000 degree of
freedom, dF 29 and level of confidence: 95, the t-test was applied and the value
of t-test= 7.011.It indicated that there was a significant different between the
pretest and posttest of the students.
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Il5rpothesis testing
To test the research hypothesis, this research uses statistic hypotheses,
L IIo: The use of reading race technique is not effective to improve the
students' ability in reading at the fnst and second year students of MTs
Bahrul Ulum, Gowa RegencY.
b. Hr: The use of reading race technique is effective to improve the
shrdents' ability in reading at the first and second year students of MTs
Bahrul Ulum, Gowa RegencY.
To decide the significance influence of reading race to build students'
terting skill. The writer used the rules:
a. Having significant influence if the level of significant < 0.05.
b. Having no significant influence if the level of significant > 0.05
(Mamat & Bagia, 2008)
The rnniter has mentioned the hypothesis before from the hypothesis, the
nit€r has criteria of test hypothesis: If the level of significant < 0-05, the
funadve hypothesis (fla) is ilcceped and Null Hypottresis (IIo) is rejected. It
a1ear6 that the use of reading race technique is effective to improve the students'
ability in reading at the first and second year students of MTs Bahrul Ulurn" Gowa
Regency.
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If the level of significant > 0.05, the altemative hypothesis (Ha) is rejected
d Null Hypothesis (Ho) is accepted. It means that the use of reading race
rchnique is not effective to improve the students' ability in reading at the first
lld second year students of MTs Bahrul Ulum, Gowa Regency.
According to the result of the statistical analysis for the level of
rignificance:0.000 with degpee of freedom (df):1-l=26 were n:27, value of t-
tsF 7.01l,pre-tests'mean score= 61.11 and posttests'mean score:82.59. It
aeans that the altemative hypothesis (tlr) is accepted and reading nrce technique
crr improve the reading ability of students.
In conclusion" the use of reading race technique is effective to improve the
firilents' ability in reading at the first and second year students of MTs Bahrul
Uhrm, GowaRegency.
& Discussion
This part, the writer presents the discussion about the analysis on the
research that has been presented in the previous sub chapter. In this case the writer
sill discuss about the data analysis in accordance with the scope of this research
&e discussion is intended to know the students improvement in reading by using
reading race, which is intended the result ofpre-test and post-test.
The description of data collected througtr reading test as explained in the
previous section shows that the students' reading ability improved. The
improvement is based on the analysis obtained from the students' pre-test the
mean score is (61.11), while the mean score of the students' post-test (82. 59) and
the result of t-test (7.011) , the level significance= 0.000 degree of freedom, dF
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Xg md level of confidence:95, it indicates that after grting treaftnent by reading
re technique the students have better achievement and the writer has known in
ft application of teatment the students attention be focused in learning and the
ndents easY to understand lesson.
Reading race technique as a treatnrent has procedure which can improve
& snrdents' reading abitity because by this technique, the students clan paetie,e
d Se theory that the vniter have been showed in chapter two. For example, the
lflication of reading race technique in teaching learning process' the students is
51i6d to find key word of the texL read the text by skinrming, etc. So, the
ndea1s who want to learn to read more quicHy and easily should be patient ad
fligent. If the students understand why the teacher asking them to do an exe,rcise
c read the text in certain way, they wilt be more willing to give it a try'
(ttimanjutak, I 988:46).
From all the data above, the writer assumes that the application of
tading race technique is really helpful to improve students' ability in reading
tocause there was a significant reading achievement of the students after the
lctuent was conducted. It was proved by the result of data analysis after seeing
&result of t-test (7.011), the level significance:0.000 degree of freedom, dF29
adlevel of confidencr 95.
In addition, some experts of teaching reading through this technique were
very enjoyable to develop their ability in reading English text especially reading
lpeed. This technique also makes the students spirit to read English text because
they study while PlaYing.
CHAPTERV
CONCLUSIONS AI\[D SUGGESTIONS
This chapter consists of two sections. The first section deals with th
conclusion and the second one deals with suggestion.
A. Conclusion
Based on the finding on the discussiort" the researcher concludes that the
use of reading race technique is effective to improve students' ability in
reading based on the following evidences:
l. Students' prior knowledge of reading before applyrng reading race
technique is still lo% it was provided by the data that most of students got
fair (18.5?/o) and poor (37.047o) classification with mean score of the
students' pre-test was 61.11.
2. Students' ability in reading after applying reading race technique is
significantly improved their reading ability, it was showed by the data that
most of them got very good and good classification and there were some
of them got excellent classification with mean score of students' post test
was 82.59.
3. Learning about reading by using reading race technique is an effective way
to improve students' reading ability. By using this technique, the students
became easy to read English text.
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SUGGESTIONS
Based on the conclusion above, the researcher proposes the following
l. For the English teacher
a) The English teachers should be more creative to choose methods or
sfategys in teaching reading, so that the students will be more
interested and motivated to study English.
b) The English teacher should apply this trategy as a way to imprrove
students reading ability in reading subject.
2. For the students
a) The students should be active or serious in studying Engtisll
especially in reading.
b) The students should be diligent to memorize many vocabularies and
using the vocabularies to recognire the meaning of the word in the
reading text.
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APPENDIX I
PRE-TEST/POST.TEST
ncrd the following text and answer questions I to 4
On Sunday
It is Sunday. Billy and his friend do not go to school, so they plan to clean
the bedroom and living room. They make the bed, sweep, and mop the floor, dust
fre furniture and rearrange.
"Now, everything looks so clean and tidy," says Giga.
After they finish with the rooms, they go to the garden. They cut the grass,
gq'eep and the dirty leaves, and very proud of them, She gives Billy and his
ftiends a delicious breakfast of fried rice and scrambled eggs.
1. Who do not go to school?
a. Billy and her friend
b. Billy and Robby
2. Which rooms do they plan to clean?
a. The bedroom and bathroom c. The bedroom and living room
b. The living room and kitchen d. The bathroom and kitchen
3. Where do they go after finish with the rooms?
a. Toilet
b. Shop
4. What do they eat at breakfast?
a. Fried rice
b. Scrambled eggs
Rced the following text and answer questions 5 to 8
SOCCER
Soccer is the world's most popular sport. Known as football throughout
tbe rest of the world, soccer is played by boys, girls, men and women of neafly all
ges. Hundreds of millions of people play the game.
The main equipment in soccer is the ball. It is made of animal leather. In
pofessional soccer game, the ball has to pass a quality standard checking before it
cm be played in the game.
ir
I
l
I)
i
c. Giga and Robby
d. Robby and her friend
c. Garden
d. Kitchen
c. Bread
d. Fried rice and scrambled eggs
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I am a big fans of soccer. I always play this game after school with my friend at
least twice a week. We usually play in my neighborhood park. My favorite soccer
player is Samsul Khaeruddin. He still young but his skill made him able to
playing and to be the most famous player in big soccer club like PSM. I hope I
can be a great soccer player like him someday.
5. What is name of the world's most popular sport?
a. Basketball
b. Badminton
6. Who does play soccer?
a. Boys and Girl
b. Men
7. What is the main equipment in soccer?
a. Ball
b. Stick
8. Who is the name of the most famous player of PSM?
c. Tennis
d. Soccer
c. Women
d.qbandcarecorrect .
c. Shoes
d. Clothes
c. Samsul Khaeruddin
d. Harnzah
c. Before New Year
d. inMarch
a. Aldo Bareto
b. Syamsidar
Question 9 to 11 are based on the text below
9. Whenwill Putri's familv come to Ratih's town?
a. Last month
b. Next holiday
Regency, South Sulawesi
u,20la
Putri,
Putri, I'm so glad knowing that you and your family will come here next holiday. We
't met each other for a long time. I miss you so much. If you come here, I will show you
park in my town. It is a nice place.
You said you and your family would go by plane. However, I don't know when you
come here exactly. Please tell me the time, so I can pick you up at the airport.
Okay, that's all for you now. Please reply soon. My love is to auntie, uncle and Putra-
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the following text and answer questions 12 to 16
GUS DT]R
KH Abdurrabman Wahid, called Gus Dur was born in Jombang East Jav4
t940. His grandfather started Indonesia's biggest Muslim organization, the
Illamq or NU. His father was the first Indonesian minister of religious
irs" Her family moved to Jakarta in 1944. In 1959 he went back to Jombang,
he became a teacher and later a school principal. In 1963 he won a
ip to go to Egypt and study at al-Azher Univenity in Caro. He later
in Baghdad and in the Netherlands. He returned to lndonesia in 1971 and
as a journalist and was the president of Indonesia from October 20,1999
23,2001. He was the first elected president after the end of the Suharto
govemment. He was dead at December 29,2009 and buried in Jombang, East
Javq where a crowd of about 5,000 people went to the funeral. He had been very
ill for a long time and was blind.
http //simple.wikipedia org/wikilAMurrahman_Wahid
12. Where was Gus Dur bom?
a Jombang
b. Sidoarjo
13. When was Gus Dur's family moved to Jakarta?
10. Whatwill Ratih showto Puti's family?
a- Anewpark
b. Her new place
ll. How would Putri's family go to Ratih's house?
c. A new frain
d. A railwav station
c. By train
d.By plane
c. Jakarta
d. Malang
c. In 1963
d.In l97l
c. KH. Abdurrahman Wahid
d. KH. AMurr*man Saleh
a By car
b. Bybus
a. In 1940
b. Inl944
14. Who is the real name of Gus Dur?
L KH. AMullah Gymnastiar
b. KH. Akfimad Dahlan
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15. When was Gus Dur dead?
a. At December29,2009 c. At December 27,2009
b. At December28,2009 d. At December26.2A09
16. How many people went to the funeral?
a 5,000 people c. 7,000 people
b. 6,000 pople d. 8,000 people
Read the following text and answer questions 17 to 20
Somba Opu Fort
somba opu Fort is in the same category as the Fort of ujung pandang.
Both are located in Makassar and both are the history heritage from the the mighty
kingdom of the past in Sulawesi. At present, the Somba Opu Fort is in the process
of renovations with the objectives of making it as a culture center that will be
called the Sulawesi's Miniature. Around the fort several taditional houses of the
kingdoms of Gowa, Bugis, Mandar, Toraja and Kajang has been built, and it's
worth to be appreciated. Each of these taditional houses is artistically dedsigned
and every unique fomr depicts the particular cultural philosophy of each tribe. As
the center of culture and historyo Somba Opu is the right place to visit in the first
stages for those who are interested to appreciate the history and culture of South
Sulawesi.
17. What is the main thing which described in the text?
a. Fort of Ujung Pandang c. Traditionat houses
b. Somba Opu Fort d. Sulawesi,s miniatur
18. Somba Opu Fort is in the sarne category as......
a. The fort of Ujung Pandang c. The fort of Bugis
b. The fort of Toraja d. The fort of Mandar
19. Where is Somba Opu Fort located?
a. Makassar c. Jakarta
b. Toraja d. Sruabaya
20. What has been built around the fort?
a. Market c. School
b. Bank d. Traditionat houses
APPENDD( N
TREATMENT MATERIALS AND TEST
TREATMENT 1
Read the text to answer questlons ! to2
Laila's Job
Laila makes good money at department store. She likes her job. She likes
to help the people who come to buy things. She works in the dress department
and she fiies to help everyone who comes there. "Do you want a blue dress?" She
says, "I have a pretty one right here."
l. Where does Lailawork?
a. Market c. DeParfinent store
b. School d' LibrarY
2. What does Laila say to the custumer?
a- "I have a pretty one right here." c. "I like a blue dress"'
b. *I will try to helP you." d. "I want a blue dress."
Rsad thc fotlowing text and lnswer questions 3 to 5
Iligh School Teacher
Anita Rahman is a high school teacher. She teaches history and geography.
She is an execelent teacher and the students like her. Her classes are always
interesting.
Mrs. Anita Rahman uses films and maps a lot. Today she is using an overhead
ptojector.
3. Who is Anita Rahman?
a. She is a teacher
b. She is a doctor
4. What does she teach?
a. History and matti
b. History and geograPhY
5. What does she use to teach todaY?
&. Films
b. Maps
c. She is aheadmaster
d. She is a lecturer
c. History and physic
d. History and chemical
c, An overhead projector
d. Films and Maps
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Question 6 - 10 rre based on text below.
Mr. Kertolo' the X'armer
Mr. Kartolo is very happy. The rainy season of this year makes the farm
beautiful. It is planting time! Rice fields become fresh and green drring this
season and by the end of this season, Mr. Kartolo is ready to harvest his crops.
Mr. Igrtolo ploughs the land at the treginning of the rainy season. Then,
he usually works early and finishes at noon. Milking the cows, feeding the
livestock, and cleaning the barns are among Mr. Kartoloos duties before breakfast.
He does most of the hard outdoor work by himself.
6. Who is Mr. Kartolo?
a. A. teacher
b. An engineer
7. Why is Mr. Kartolo haPPY?
a. Because Mr. Kartolo like the weather.
b. Because the miny season of this year makes the farm beautiful.
c. Because it is planting time.
d. Because Mr. Kartolo gets rice
8. When does he finish her work?
a. Eady
b. Atnight
9. Rice fields become.............and ..during this season.
a. Freshandgreen
b. Fresh and beautiful
c. A doctor
d. A Farmer
c. At noon
d. At afternoon
c. Beautiful and green
d. Good and green
10. What are Mr. Kartolo duties before breakfast?
a- Milking the cows, feeding the livestock, and cleaning the house.
b. Milking the cows, feeding the livestock, and cleaning the barns.
c. Milking tlre cows, feeding the goats, and cleaning the barns.
Milking the cows, feeding the goats, and cleaning the house.
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TREATMANT 2
Read the following text and answer questions I to 3
AttheT,oo
Last week Siti and Riska went to the zoo. They went there for recreation.
They left home at 6.00 a.m. and anived in the zrl,a at 8.00 am. It is about a
hundred kilometers to go to the zoo from their house. There wete a lot of people
watching a gtant snake. The snake was there for about a week. It was 9 meters
long. They thought it was the biggest snake they had ever seen. After going
around and watching various animals, they went home. On the way home, they
stopped at the Borobudur temple for half an hour.
1. Where did Siti and Riska go last week?
a. Market
b. Zoo
2. What did the people watch in the zoo?
a. A monkey
b. An elephant
3. When didthey arrive inthe zoo?
^. 
At 06.00 a.m.
b. At 07.00 a.m.
Read the text to answer questions 4 to 6
At the market
Mrs. Hasan needs some coffeeo onions, tomatoes, salt and chilies. She
Goes to Mr. Yazid's shop in the market. Mr. Yazid sells many kinds of goods in
his shop. There are boxes of tea and coffeeo sacks of sugar, salt, and other spices,
fruits and vegetables, and others.
4. What does Mrs. Hasan need?
a. Coffe
b. Onions and salt
5. Where does Mrs. Hasan go?
Market
School
c. School
d. Library
c. A bird
d. A giant snake
c. At 08.00 a.m.
d. At 09.00 a. m.
c. Tomatoes and chilies
d. q b, and c are correct
c. Mall
d. Supermarket
a-
b.
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6. Who has the shop in the market?
a. Mrs. Hasan
b. Mr. Hasan
Read the following text and answer questions 7 to 10
My School
I study at MTs Bahrul Ulum, Gowa Regency, South Sulawesi. It is the
famous school in my city. Every year, the school leavers from SD want to
continue the study here. However it can only receive the small part of those
children.
My school has wide area. There are 7 classrooms in each grade and it also
has some sport facilities such as badminton sport, basketball court and tennis
court. All students can develop their sport hobby using those facilities.
My classroom is in VII A. It is a tidy room, since we always clean it in
tum every day. There are 16 boys and 14 girls in my class. We always work hard
to make our classroom tidy and clean.
7. Where is MTs. Bahrul Ulum?
a. Gowa
b. Makassar
8. How many classrooms in each grade?
a.5
b.6
c. Mrs. Yazid
d. h{r. Yazid
c. Takalar
d. Jeneponto
c.7
d.8
c. Tennis court
d. q b, and c are correct
c.My classroom is in VIII A
d. My classroom is in VIII B
9. What kind of sport facilities that school has?
a. Badminton sport
b. Basketball court
10. One of these statements is correct.
a. My classroom is in VII A
b. Mv Classroom is in VII B
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TREATMENT 3
Read the following text and answer questions 1 to 3
Emma's hobby
Emmaos hobby is buying new books especially, encyclopedias or stories
book. she usually goes to bookstore with his friends Adi, Heina and Rifl<i.
First of all, they make an appointuent. Nex! they go to bookstore Then,
she checks new books in the store' data base that record in the computer. Then"
she begins to search it in the racks. It is fun, you know. Those make his very
pleased. They go home before dark.
l. WhatisEmma'shobby?
a. Buyrng newspaper c. Buying magazine
b. Buyrng new books d. Buying old books
2. Where do Emma and his friend go?
a. Library c. Bookstore
b. School d. Garden
3. Who are Emma's friends?
a. Adi, Hilman, and Reza a. Adi, Heina" and Reza
b. Adi, Hihnan, and Rifki d. Adi, Heina" and Rifki
Read the text to answer qumtions 4 to 5
Philately
Philately is the hobby of collecting and leaming about postage stamps. The
person who has this hobby is called a philarelist.
A philatelist collects a large number of stamps from various counties.
They get the starrrps from letter they receive. They usually swap stamps with other
philatelists as well. This hobby makes them have a lot of friends.
4. The hobby of collecting and leaming about postage stamps is
cal led. . . . . . . .
a. A philatelist c. Stamp
b. Philately d. A collector
5. The person who has philately's hobby is called.......
a. A philatelist c. Stamp
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b. Philately d. A collector
Read the following text and answer questions 6 to 10
Camping
Camping is a hobby of people of different ages. They usually go camping
on weekends or holidays. They live outside their house for one or more days.
They bring food, clothes and other daily needs with them. They often bring Some
cooking utensils and cook their own food. They spend several days, or even weeks
in a tent. They do a lot of activities, like fishing, swimming, watching birds and
wildlife, and playing games.
Camping helps people free from the sfiess of city life. They le4ve the city
and move closer to the nature. Many people believe that camping is very good for
health. Hiking around a canrpsite or swimming in a river or sea nearby is a good
exercise for the body.
6. When do the people usually go to camping?
a. Tuesday c.Everyday
b. Monday d. Weekend orholiday
7. What do the people bring to camping?
a. Food, clothes, and other daily needs.
b. Foo4 pilloq and other daily needs.
c. Pillow, clothes, and other daily needs.
d. Book, pillow, and other daily needs.
8. What do the people do in camping?
a Fishing c. Watching birds and wildlife
b. Swimping and playing garnes d. q b, and c are correct
9. One of these statements is correct.
a- Camping is a good for woman.
b. Camping is a good for man.
c. Camping is a good for child
d. Camping is a good for health.
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10. One of these statements is not true.
a Camping is ahobby ofpeople of different ages.
b. Camping is abad habit.
c. Camping helps people free from stress.
d. Hiking and swimming are good exercise forbody.
TREATMENT 4
Read the following tert and lnswer questions I to 2
1. Who does send the letter?
a. Grardmother
b. Robby
2. Who does get tlre letter?
a. Grandmother
b. Robby
Question 3 - 6 arc brsed on text below.
c. Daddy
d. Doctor
c. Daddy
d. Doctor
Dear grandmother,
Thank you for the magazine. Daddy sent it ttris moming. I'm feeling better today. The
doctor said that I'm doing well. He advises me to get some rest.
This hospital is a funny place. All the people here are friendly. I especially like the
nurse. She brings our lunch trays every day.
But the food is tenible. My roommate can't stand it. His family always brings other
food secretly. He gives me some. It taste much better than hospital food.
Loveo
Robby
Dear listeners,
My name is Anton. I am 12 years old. I am from Gowa. I am a student and now I go
to MTs Bahrul Ulum. I want to be engineer.
My mother is a nurse. She works in a small hospital. My father works in New
Armada. It is a car assembling factory.
I have two sisters; Ratm and Rini. Raha is l0 years old and Rini is 8. They are
students in SD Bahrul [Ilum. Rama wants to be a doctor and Rini wants to be a teacher.
Please write and tell me about your family.
Anton Herrranu.
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Read the following text and answer questions 7 to l0
7. Where did Kate go to vacation?
a. Bali
b. London
3. Where does Anton studY?
a- MTs. Batrrul lJlum
b. MTs. AisiYah
4. HowoldAnton?
a. Syearsold
b. 10 years old
5. Where does her father work?
a. Innewarmada
b. In small hosPital
6. How many sister her has?
a. One
b. Two
8. What were Kate's favorite places in London?
a. Hyde park andmusielrms
b. Hyde park and London eYe
c. MTs. Madani
d. MTs. Muhammadiyah
c. 12 years old
d. 14 years old
c. In library
d.Inthe market
c. Three
d. Forn
c. Jakarta
d. Paris
c. Museums and London eye
d. Hyde park and restaurant
Hi, Gale
How,s your holiday in Bati? My vacation in London was great. Morn, Dad and I were going
Londonto visit various museums, shops, restaurantsn and otlrcrtourist attractions.
My favorite places were Hyde Park and the London Eye- Hyde Park is in the center of
Iondon. I saw a concert held in the park when I was there. The London eye is a big wheel;
re can see the views of London from it. The experience was amazing.
ou should go and see London by yourself sometimes. I sent some photographs,I made with
letter. Tell me your cornment and the story about youtholiday, will you?
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9. What did Kate see inthe park?
a- Abigwheel
b. A concert held
10. What did Kate see in London eye?
a. Abigwheel
b. Aconcertheld
c. Views of London
d. A tourist atfraction
c. Views of London
d. A tourist atfastion
TREATMENT 5
Read the following text and answer questions I to 2
Balla Lompoa Museum
This museum is a reconstnrction of the old palace of the Gowa Kingdom,
in wood construction which was built in 1939. It has been restored in 1978 - 1980.
The museum displayed historical articles of the kingdom of Gowa such as
manuscripts, music inshumens, raditional dtesses, weqpons and various
collections of ceremonial apcessories ofthe kingdom.
1. When was Balla Lompoa Museum built?
a. In 1939 c. In 1978
b. In 1938 d.In 1980
2. The museum displayed historical articles of the kingdom of Gowa"
excePt.....
a. Manuscript c. Traditional dresses
b. Music instrument d. Skull of the king
Read the following text and answer questions 3 to 4
Barombong
Barombong is one of the famous places for the people of Ujung Pandang.
The specialty of this reloring place is that it has black sand. At weekends, the
beach is visited for holidays. This place is appropriate for swimming, watet
skiing, sailing or only lying down to sunbathe.
3. Where does Barombong take place?
a- Gowa
b. Makassar
c. Takalar
d. Jeneponto
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Read the following text and answer questions 5 to 6
The Fort of Makessar (Fort Rotterdam)
Fort Rotterdam not only contains some interesting buildings, an arts'centre
and the La Galigo museum but also provides a quiet haven away from the noisier
parts of town. In the late afternoon and evening you can often find young people
playing music or rehearsing for theate es. The King of Gowa built the
fort in 1545. After other forts in the area were desfroyed in 1669, Fort Rotterdam
was taken over by the Dutch. ln lg37 it lost its military frrrction and was handed
overto the Fort Rotterdam Foundation for cultural purposes.
5. Who was built the Fort Rotterdam?
4. This place is appropriate for.......
a. Swfunming
b. Water skiing
a- The king of Gowa
b. The king of Solo
a- Io 1669
b. In 1545
c.Lymg downto srmbath
d, a b, and c are correct
c. The king of Bone
d. The king of Jogia
6. When did Fort Rotterdam lost its military function?
c. In 1945
d.In 1937
Read the following text and an$wer questions 7 b lA
The Cemetary of Sultan Hasanuddin
Sultan Hasanuddin (1629 - 1670) is a king of Gowa who spent his wtrole
life fighting the Ducth. His cemetary is in the cemetary complex of the kings of
Gowa. Including in this cemetary is a stone that was utilized as a place for
inaugUrations of the kings of Gowa" and an old mosque. The tombs of Gowa kings
are large stones scattered among the fragrant white kemboja flowers and the
splenderous flaming scadet flamboyant flowers. Outside the cemetary borders
there is a stone from tomanurung, on which all kings of Gowa were crowned.
According to the legend of South Sulawesi kings, they are the descendants of
tomanorung, who were sent from the sky to become kings. The mosque near this
place was built inb 1903 and restored in 1978.
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7. Who is SultanHasanuddin?
a. The king of Gowa c. The king of Bone
b. The king of Solo d. The king of Jogia
8. Where is his cernetery?
a- In the cemetery complex of the kings of Jogia
b. Inthe cemetery complex ofthe kings of Solo
c. In the cemetery complex of the kings of Bone
d. In the cemetery complex ofthe kings of Gowa
9. Where does the stone which is outside of the cemetery border come
from?
a. Tomanurung c. Cemetery
b. Sky d. Mosque
10. When was the mosque near the cemetery buitt?
a. In 1903 c.In 1945
b. In 1930 d.In 1954
TRBATMENT 6
Read the following text md answer questions I to 3
Mita's Family
Mita's family lives in Makassar, South Sulawesi. There are six members
of his family. His father and mother live in a small house. The house is very
comfortable. His unmarried brother lives with them. His manied brother and sister
live in different houses.
His father works in an office. He is a goverrment employee. His mother
works at home. She takes care of the house. His sister, Farid4 is a teacher. She
teaches in a senior high school. Her husband is a teacher, too. Farida and her
husband have two children His brother, Hasan, is a doctor. His wife is a secretary.
She works in a large office downtown. His brother, Ahmad, is a student. He
studies religion. He is not married.
1. Where does Mita's family live?
a. In Makassar c. In Takalar
b. In Gowa d. In Jeneponto
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2. How many member of Mita's family?
a. 4 c.6
b. 5 d.8
3. Who is the name of Mita's unmarried brother?
a. Farid c. Farel
b. Hasan d. Ahmad
Read the following text and answer questions 4to 6
The Jackson X'amily
Mr. Jackson is an America teacher, but he lives and works in Denpasar. He
teaches English at sMP 8. He is a very good teacher. His students tike him.
His wife is an Indonesian. She comes from Makassar. They have one son and one
daughter. The children go to aprimary school.
Mr. Jackson's house is made of wood. It has five rooms; a kitchen, a
bathroom, a living room and trvo bedrooms. The Jacksons have a house maid to
help Mn. Jackson to do the house work. The maid comes from Bantul.
4. What is Mr. Jakson doing?
a. An American teacher c. A Singer
b. An Actor d. A chef
5. Where does Mr. Jakson's wife come from?
a- America c. Denpasar
b. Makassar d. Jakarta
6. Howmany rooms in Mr. Jakson's house?
a. 3 c.5
b. 4 d.6
Read the following text and answer questions 7 to l0
Lia's Grandfather's birthday
It was Lia's grandfather's birthday on the last sunday. on Friday, Lia's
sister and Lia went shopping. They found a nice batik shirt. They bought it and
wrapped it in blue paper. Blue is their grandfather's favorite color.
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On Satgrday moming, Lia's sister made a birthday cake in the kitchen- It
was a big and beautifrrl cake. she wrote huppy birtfuday on it' She put some
chocolate and a big candle on top of it'
on sunday eveningo they had a party. Lia's uncle and aunt came to his
house. They brought some coke and flowers for my grandfather.They sat together
in ow living room. His dad said a beautifut prayer. Then, they sang 'HaPpy
birttrday, and his grand ther blew out the candle. He cut the cake and gave it to
everybody in that room. He opened his present and he was very happy with the
shirt. Finally, his grandmother told us some stories about his grandfather.
7. When was Lia's grandfather's birthday?
a. OnFriday
b. On SatudaYmorning
8. What did Lia's sister do on Satnday morning?
a. Shopping
b. Sing a song
a Lia
b. Lia's sister
10. Where was theY sat together?
a. Inlivingroom
b. Inbedroom
c. OnMonday
d. Onthe last SundaY
c. Made abirtlrday cake
d. Blew out the candle
c. Lia's grandmother
d. Lia's uncle and aunt
b. In dining room
c. In the garden
g. Who brought some coke and flowers for grandfather?
TREATMEITIT 7
Read the foltowing text and answer questions 1 to 3
The tr'ox and the Bird
One day, a fox saw a bird sitting on the branch of a fiee. In its mouth the
bird had some food. The fox wanted this food because he was very hungry'
'You are a beautiful bird," the fox said, o'But can you sing?"
..Of course, I can sing," thoughl the bird, "This is a very stupid fox." He
opened his mouth to sing and dropped the food. The fox caught the food and said'
..Yes you can sing, and you are very beautiful, but you are not very smart." And
the fox fim away withthe food.
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Read the following text and answer qnestions 4to7
The Lady and the Mouse
One day, a lady saw a mouse run across her kitchen floor. She was very
afraid of mice, so she ran out of the house, got on a bus and went to a store. There
she bought a mouse-trap. The shopkeeper said to her, *Put some ch@se in it, and
you will soon catch the mouse."
The lady went home with her mouse-tap, but when she looked in her
cupboard, she could not find any cheese. She did not want to go back to the store
because it was very late. So she cut out a picture of some cheese out from a
magazine and put it in the trap.
Surprisingly, the picture was quite successful. When the lady came dorrn
to check the trap the next morning she forurd a picture of a mouse next to the
picture ofthe cheese.
4. Where did a lady see the mouse?
a. Inthekirchen
b. In the Bus
5. How would a lady go to a store?
a. Bycar
b. Bybus
6. What did a lady buy in the store?
a- A magazine
b. A mouse-trap
l. Where is the bird sitting?
a Onthe chair
b. On the branch of tee
2. Who was very hungry?
a. The bird
b. TheFox
3. What did the fox do finally?
a. Ranawaywiththefood
b. Sitting onthe branch of tree
c. Onthe table
d. On the floor
c. The ant
d. Th€ rabbit
c. Sing a song
d. Siuing on the floor
c. In the store
d. In the bathroom
c. By train
d.By becak
c. A picture
d. A book
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7. What did a lady do with the picture of cheese?
c. Put it in the trap
d. Put it in the kitchen
Read the following text and answer questions 8 to l0
Misundenstanding
In a remote part of Wales there is a place called Morrow.
One day, at a London train station, a traveler said to the booking-clerlg "I
want a ticket to Morrow, please." The clerk raised his eyebrows, saying, "If you
want a ticket tomorow, why don't you come for it tomorrow?"
"But I want a ticket to Morrow today," the traveler replied. *I told you,"
the clerk saido "You can't have a ticket tomorrow today. You'll have to come
tomorrow for it.'
By this time, the traveler was getting more and more annoyed and finatly
lost his temper and yelled "Can't you understand \r/hat I mean? I want a ticket to
a place called Morrow and I want it now!"
Finally understanding what the traveler really wanted, the clerk said quite
cahnly, *Why didn't you sity so in the fitst place? Here's your ticket."
8. Where did the traveler want to go?
a. To Morrow
b. To Moscow
9. What did the taveler mean in this story?
a. He wants to a ticket to a place called Morrow
b. He wants to a ticket tomorrow
c. He wants to a ticket today
d. He do not want to a ticket
e. What did the clerk mean in this story?
A traveler wants to a ticket tomorrow todav
A traveler wants to a ticket to Morrow
A traveler wants to a ticket to Moscow
A traveler wants to joke with him.
a Putitinthecupboard
b. Put it in the table
c. To frain station
d. To London
a.
b.
c.
d.
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TREATMENT 8
Read the following text and answer questions 1 to 3
X'aith
There is no god worthy of worship except Allah swr and Muhammad is
his messenger. This declaration of faith is called Shahad4 a simple forrnula which
all the faithful pronounce. In Arabic, the fust part is La Ilaha Illallah-'There is no
god except Allah swT; ilah (god) can refer to anything which we may be tempted
to put in place of God's wealttr" power, etc. Then comes illa Lah; 'except Allah
SWT', the source of all creation. The second part of the Shahada is Muhammadun
rasulu-Llah: 'Muhammad is messenger of Allah SwT.' A message of guidance
has come through a man like us.
1. The declaration of faith is called?
a- Fast
b. Pray
c. Shahada
d.Istigfar
2. What is the meaning of La ilaha illallah?
a. There is no God except Allah SWT
b. Muhammad is messenger of Allah SWT
c. There is no God.
d. Muhammad is a God
3. What is the meaning af Muhammadun rasulu-Llah?
a. There is no God except Allah SWT
b. Muhammad is messenger of Allah SWT
c. There is no God.
d. Muhammad is a God
Read the text to ansrrer quesfions 4 to 7
The Fast
Every year, during the month of Ramadan, all Muslims fast from first light
until sundown, abstaining from food dxinlq and sexual relation. Those who are
sick, elderly, or on a journey, as well as pregnant or nursing women are permitted
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to break the fast and make up an equal number of days later in the year. If they are
physical unable to do this, they must feed a needy person for every day missed.
Children must begin to fast (and observe prayer) when they reach puberty,
although they may start earlier.
Although fasting is beneficial to oneos health, it is regarded principally as a
method of self-purifications. By cuttiug oneself off from worldly comforts even
for a short while, a person is able to sympathize with those w?ro go hungry and
grow in his spirifiul life.
4. When do the Muslims fast?
a. Inthe month of Syawal
b. Inthe month of Sya'ban
What must the people doing if they are physical unable to fast?
a. Theymustpermit
b. They must feed a needy person for every day missed
c. They must begin to fast
d. They must be angry
When must the children begin to fast?
a. Whentheywant c. When they reach puberty
b. When they have money d. When they do not have money
7. Whythepeople like fasting?
a. Because fasting is a culture
b. Because Fasting is a bad habit
c. Because with fasting, they can get money
d. Because fasting is beneficial to one's health
Read the following text and answer questions I to 10
Where are the muslims?
One billion people from vast range of races, nationalities and cultures
across thc globe from the southem Philippines to Nigeria are united their common
Islamic faith. About 18% live in the Atab world. The world's largest Muslim
c. In the month of Rajab
d. In the month of Ramadhan
5.
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community is in Indonesia Substantial parts of Asia and most of Africa are
Muslim, while significant minorities are to be found in the Soviet Union, Chinq
North and South America and Europe'
8. How many percent Muslims live inthe Arab world?
c. 19 Ys
d.20Q/o
9. Where is the world's largest Muslim community?
a. Arab
b. Nigeria
10. Where are minorities of muslims to be found?
a. 17%
b. l8%
a. China
b. Soviet Union
c. Indonesia
d. Philippines
c. Europe
d. a b, c are conect
APPENDIX Iil
Answer key of pre-tesV post-test, treatment est 1-8
PRE.TEST/POST.TESTT1 T2 T3T4 T5 T6 n T8
1 A c B B B A A B c
2 c A D c A D c B A
3 c A c D A B D A B
4 D B D B c D A A D
5 D c A A A A B B B
6 D D D D D D c B c
7 A B A A A A D c D
I c c c D c D c A B
9 B A D D D A D A c
10 A B A B A A A A D
1.1 D
L2 A
13 B
L4 c
15 A
16 A
L7 B
18 A
19 A
20 D
NOTE:
T1-TB = Treatment est 1-8
APPENDIX IV
The Result Score of Students' Pre-test and Post-test
NO NAME CLASS
SCORE
PRE-TESTPOSTTEST
1 Andika Mahendrayana t/tl 35 7C
2 Atsmin Zamzani /tl 30 45
3 Asmaul Husna t/rl 90 95
4 Geraldiansvah Arif Saoutra yll 65 85
5 lrmavanti Amelia vu 50 65
( lshabul /tl 50 6C
7 M.Indriamin /rl 60 7S
8 Muh. Aswar utl 45 8C
9 Muh. Svarif Hidavatullah utl 80 9C
10M. TahirAl-Afsani vtl 60 8C
t1 Muh. Taufiq /tl 65 90
L2 Ridwan Maulana t/il 70 85
13 SvahrilGunawan ftl 50 90
L4 Rahmat J. Kamase utl 90 10c
15 Aulia Ulfa ylll 45 10c
76 Faisaf vf,f 75 9C
t7 Arman Arbi vilt 50 95
18 Muh, Ramadan H /il1 90 95
1S Nursvamsu dhuha t/[l 85 90
2C 5t. Rahmatiah |/il1 55 85
2l Riska Jafar ,il1 50 85
22 lefrisal v[l Ito 80
23 Abd. Rahman Said Al-Qadri vill 9s 100
24 trmayana vltl 30 85
25 Muh.l lham /lrl 50 65
2t ZulFahmi t/ilt 85 9C
27 Ardiansyah vill 50 6C
APPENDIX V
The students'treatnent test score
14' : I
1 30 6C 30 30 40 30 5C s0
2 50 50 3C 100 80 50 5C 50
3 80 20 70 60 7g 60 60 7A
4 50 80 70 60 40 60 7Q 80
5 70 20 30 60 40 50 50 60
6 4C 20 40 50 40 50 60 60
7 4C 50 30 60 30 4C 50 50
8 60 80 20 2A 50 60 60 60
9 80 50 7C 40 60 80 9C 7Q
10 60 70 3C 60 60 40 30 7o
11 60 80 5C 60 60 40 30 9C
t2 80 50 60 7o 30 50 2A 50
13 60 70 4A 20 50 40 50 60
L4 50 6C 40 50 50 40 50 80
15 60 5C 40 50 50 7Q 50 90
16 90 8C 70 40 20 60 50 90
L7 9C 9C 100 8C 100 90 80 90
18 90 9C 100 7( 80 50 6C 100
19 80 100 9C 60 100 70 6C 90
20 50 70 60 40 70 40 4A 50
2t 60 80 60 60 50 50 7Q 60
22 90 20 100 70 80 90 80 80
23 80 90 90 40 60 100 7Q 80
24 80 6C 70 7C 60 60 60 70
25 60 20 4C 6C 60 30 50 5C
26 7o 80 7C 2C, 7Q 50 70 10c
27 60 40 5C 60 50 50 30 4Q
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APPENDIX VII
The Attendance List
No Name Class Meetings
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1 Andika Mahendrayana vtl
2 Atsmin Zamzani vil
3 AsmaulHusna vll
4 Geraldiansyah Arif SaPutra vtl
) lrmayantiAmelia vll
6 lshabul vll
7 M.Indriamin vll
8 Muh. Aswar vtl
9 Muh. Svarif Hidavatullah vtl
10 M. Tahir Al-Afeani vlr
11 Muh. Taufiq vtl
t2 Ridwan Maulana vtl
13 SvahrilGunawan vtl
l4 RahmatJ. Kamase vll
15 Aulia Ulfa vlil
16 Faisal vnl
t7 Arman Arbi vill
l8 Muh. Ramadan H vlll
t9 Nursvamsu dhuha vill
20 St. Rahmatiah vll l
2l Riska Jafar vl l l
22 Zefrisal vill
23 Abd. Rahman Said Al-Qadri vill
24 lrmayana vlll
25 Muh.l lham vlll
26 ZulFahmi vilt
2t Ardiansyah vm
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Kampus ll A Sultan Atnuddin No. 63 Samnta
Berdasarkan surat Dekan Fairultas Tarbiyah dan Keguruan Universitas islam
Negeri Alauddin Makassar nomof TyTL.00.9/571n01.3 tanggal 9 Februari 2010
perihal tersebut diatas, matrasiswa/peneliti dibawah ini:
Smgguminasa
Bermaksud untuk melakukan pengambilan data di daerah./kantor
saudara dalam rangka penyusunan skripsi/tesis, denganjudul :
'(TSING REAI'ING RACE IN IMPROVING STUI,.ENTS' REAI'ING ABILITY
AT ISI./IMIC TWION IIIGE SCEOOL BAHNAL ULUM, GOWA REGENCY"
Yang akan dilaksanakan dari Bulan : I 5 Febnrari Vd 1 5 Maret 20 I 0
Sehubungan dengan hal tersebut diatas, pada prinsipnya lcanlJ. nanymJui
kegiatan dimaksud dengan ketentuan:
I Sebelum dan sesudah melaksanakan kegiatan, kepada yang
bersangkutan melapor Kepada Bupati/Walikota Cq- Kepala
B app e da/B a I itb an g d a, ap ab i I a ke g iatan dilaksanakan di Kabl(ota;
2. Penelitian tidak menyimpang dari izin yang diberikan;
3. Mentaati semua peraturan perundang-undangan yang berlaku dan
mengindahkan adat istiadat setempat;
4. Menyerahkan 2 (dua) eksemplar copy hasil penelitian kepada Gubernur
Sulsel.Cq. Kepala Badan Penelitian don Pengembangan Daerah Prapinsi
Sulawesi Selatan;
5 Surat izin akan dicabut kembali dan dinyatakan tidak berlaku
apabila ternyata pemegang surat izin ini tidak menhati k€tentuan t€rsebut di
atas.
Demikian disampaikan untuk dimaklumi dan dipergtnakan seperlunya.
.t i  , a"n" HF.F ALA BADAT{
$nbidtFenelhisn DenghaiiEn tcrirrl dan
,.  
. '  
,  
Xd\rnbagcun
1t .- f,lwn*,
!t_r Bjr l;.taq{ianc. }l"fi
Pongh'SL : Pembir:er
Ntp :  19581117 l9870i  2 OlO
@:
1. Gubernur Sulawesi Selatan di Makassar (sebagai laporan);
2. Dekan Fakultas Tarbiyah dan Keguruan Universitas Islam Negeri Alauddin di Makassar;
3. Kepala Badan Koordinasi Wilayah I dan II (sesuai lokasi penelitian);
4. Mahasiswl vang bersangkutan:
PEME'RINTAII I(ABUPATEN GO}VA
nADAr{ TESATUAhI MNGSA POLITTK& LTNMAS
J/n. Mesjid Raya No.30. Telepon. 884t97. Sungguminasa- Gora
Nomor : 07Al fi7 /BKB/2010
Iamp : -
Perihef z Rekoaendesi Penelitien
Nama
TenrpaUTanggal Lahir
Jenis kelamin
Pckerjaan
Alamat
T€ffib'iiiim:
l. Brirpad Goife (sebagtii lapoiaii)
2. Muspirhklab,Gowe
3. Kadis Diknas Petiluda dm Olatuaga Kab. Gowa
4. Dekan Fak. Ta6iyah dan Kegtnuan UIN Alauddin
5. Yangbersedfftan
Sungguminasq 12 Feb'ruari 2010
Kepada
Yth. Kepala Kepala Pesautnen
Bahrul Ulum
Di-
Cambaya
Bcrdasarkan surat Kcpala Badan Pcnclitian dan pengcmbangan
Daerah (Balitbangda) Nomor : oTa.S.llg64lBalithngda tanggal I I Januari
20 1 0 P€rihal Rekonrendasi Penelitian
Dengm ini disampaikan kepada saudara bahwa yang tersebut di bawah ini:
NurazizaAliah
Ujung Pmdang 12 Juli 1988
Perempuan
Mahasiwa
BTN Pallangga lvlas Blok A3l7
Bermalcsud akan mongadakan PenelitiurlPe'ngumpulan dsta dalam rangka
p€nyusunan Skripsi/Thesis di Wilayalr/tempat saudara yang bcrjudul : "USII\IG
READNG RACE N IMPROWNG STUDEIV?S READING ABILTrY AT
ISI.AMIC ,IUII{IOR I{IGH SCHOOL BAHRW WTTM @WA
REG'EI,TC:Y:
Selama : 15 Februari Vd 15 Maret2010
PengihdPes€rta : Tidalcada
sehubungan dengan hal tersebut di atas, maka pada prinsipnya l<ami dapat
menyetujui kegiatan tersebut dengan ketentuan :
1. Sebelum dan sesudah melaksanakan kegiatan kepada yang
bersangkutan harus melapor k€pada Bup*i cq. Kepala Badan Kesanran
Bangs4 Politik & Linmas Kabupaten Gowa.
2. Penelitian tidak menyimpang dari izin yang diberikan.
3. Mentaati semua peraturan perundang-undangan yang berlaku dan
mengindahkan adat istiadat sotempat
4. Menyeruhkan I (satu) Eksemplar copy hasil penelitian kepada Bupati
Gowa cq. Kepala Badan Kesatuan Bangsa, politik & Linmas Kab,upaten
Gowa.
Denikian disampailen dan untuk lancarnya pelakmnaan dimalczud
diharapkan bantuan sepedrmya
! ta,
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"TK. I,'. ia,
P6-:*;:JO5Sl0?j ls?6r).! | {Xrj
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KEMENTERIAN AGAMA KAB. GOWA
PONDOK PESANTREN BAHRUL ULUM
MTs. BAHRUL ULUM
J I n. Raya Pallangga Km,3 5 Kec. Pallangga" Kab.Gowa
Pallanggq 01 Maret 2010
SURAT KETERANGAN
NOMOR: 0 I  3 .MT S. 0 3 /SUR. 1 6 |  l r r  |  20 |  0
Yang bertanda tangan di bawah ini, kepala Madrasah Tsanawiyah (MTs) Bahrul Ulum
Kab. Gowa, menerangkan bahwa:
Nama
NIM
Jenis Kelamin
Fakultas
Jurusan
Alamat
Pekedaan
: NurazizaAliah
:20401106150
: Perempuan
: TarbiyahdanKegnuan
: Pendidikan Bahasa Ingsris
: BTN. PallanggaMas BlokA3/7
: Mahasiswa
Benar telah melaksanakan penelitian di Madrasah Tsanawiyah (MTs)
Bahrul Ulum Kab. Gowa dengan judul penelitian {Using Reading Race in
Improving Students' Reading Ability at lelemic tuniot High School Bahrul
Ulum, Crowa Regency".
Demikian surat keterangan ini diberikan kepada yang bersangkutan
untuk dipergunakan sebagaimana mcstinya.
MA$KASAH,
I ?6ti{}s }?
SURAT KEPUTUSAN DEKAN FAKUTTAS TARBIYAH DAN KEGURUAN
UIN ALAUDDIN MAKASSAR
NOMOR 1 44 T AHUN 20 10
Tentang
DEWAI{ PENGUJI UJIAIY AKHIR PROGRAM STUDI MAIIASISWA
FAKULTAS TARBTYAH DAI\I KEGURUAN TNN ALAT]DDIN MAKASSAR
Dekan Fakultas Tarbiyah Dan Keguruan UIN Alauddin Makassar
Membaca
Menimbang
Mengingat
: Surat Keterangan Ketua Jurusan Pendidikan Agama Islam,
Pendidikan Bahasa Arab, Kependidikan Islam/Manajemen
Pendidikan Islam, Pendidikan Bahasa Inggris, Pendidikan
Matematika, Pendidikan Biologi, Dan Pendidikan Fisika Fakultas
Tarbiyah Dan Keguruan UIN Alauddin Makassar, yang menyatakan
bahwa mahasiswa-mahasiswi yang namanya tercantum pada lampiran
Surat Keputusan ini sudah memenuhi syarat untuk menempuh Ujian
AkhirProgram Studi.
a. Bahwa Untuk melaksanakan Ujian Akhir Program Studi
dalam rangka penyelesaian studi mahasiswa-
mahasiswi tersebut, dipandang perlu mengangkat Dewan
Ujian Akhir Program Studi.
b. Bahwa mereka yang tersebut namanya dalam Surat Keputusan
ini, dipandang cakap dan memenuhi syarat untuk menguji pada
Ujian Akhir Program Studi mahasiswa-mahasiswi tersebut.
l. Undang-UndangNomor 20 Tahun 2003 tentang Sistim
Pendidikan Nasional
2. Peraturan Pemerintah Nomor 60 Tahun 1999 tentang
Pendidikan Tinggi.
3. Peraturan Mentri Agama RI Nomor 5 Tahun 2006
tentang Organisasi dan Tata Keda UIN Alauddin Makassar.
4. Keputusan Mentri Agama RI Nomor 109 Tahun 2002
tentang Statuta. IAIN Alauddin Makassar.
5. Peraturan Presiders Rl Nomor 57 Tahun 2005 tentang
perubahan IAIN Alauddin Makassarmenjadi UIN Alauddin
Makassar.
6, Keputusan Mentri Agama RI Nomor 52 Tahun 1993 yang
disempurnakan dengan Keputusan Mentr"i Agama RI Nomor
323 Tahun 1997 tentangkurikulu Nasional IAIN
7. Surat Keputusan Rektor IAIN Alauddin Makassar Nomor
78 Tahun 2001 tentang Pedoman Edukasi IAIN Alauddin
Makassar.
8, Surat Keputusan Rektor UIN Alauddin Makassar Nomor
212
MEMUTUSKAN
MenetaPkan
P ertama
Kedua
Ketiga
Keempat
Kelima
SURAT KEPUTUSAN DEKAN FAKULTAS
TARBIYAH DAN KEGURUAN U IN
ALAUDDIN MAKASSAR TENTANG DEWAI\I
PENGUJI UJIAN AKHIR PROGRAi}I STUDI
(KOMPREIIENSTF)
Mengangkat Dewan Penguj i  Uj  ian Akhir
Rro!ram Studi  mahasiswa Fakul tas Tarbiyah dan
Keguruan yang namanya tercantum dalam lampiran
Surat KePutusan ini;
Dewan Penguj i  bertugas untuk melaksanakan Uj ian
Akhir Piogram Studi terhadap mahasiswa tersebut
sampai lulus, sesual dengan ketentuan yang berlaku;
:  Segala biaya yang t imbul akibat dikeluarkannya
Surat Keputusan ini dibebankan kepada AnggT-m
Belanja Fakultas, Tarbiyah Dan Keguruan UIN Alauddin
Makassar Tabun Anggaran 2010;
Surat  Keputusan in i  mulai  ber laku sejak tanggal
ditetapkannya, dengan ketentuan apabila terdapat
kekeliruan / kesalahan di dalam penetapannya akan
diadakan perubahan / perbaikan sebagaimana mestinya'
: Surat Kepuiusan ini disampaikan kepada masing-masing yang
bersangkutan untuk dilaksanakan dengan penuh
tanggungjawab.
lvtakassar
14 Juni 2f i1$
Prof-
l
oh. Natsir Mthmud, M.A.
:!{tP" t$s4ilffl(}t9ff303 I txl,t
Tembusan kePada Yth. ;
Rektor UIN Alauddin Makassar di Samata-Gowa;
Masing-masing Yang bersangkutan;
Arsip;
t .
2.
3.
Lampiran : SURAT KEPTITUSAN DEKAN FAKULTAS TARBIVAII DAN KEGURUAN
UIH ALAUDbIN MAKASSAR NOMOR : 144 TAXUN 2S1(}
T*nt*ng
D3\TAN PINGUJI UJTAN AKHIN PROGRAM STUDI IV1AHASISWA
FAKULTAS TARBIYATI DAN KSGURUAN tNN ALAUDDIN MAKASSAR
KETLIA
SEKRETARIS
: Dra.
: Dra.
Djuwairiah Ahmad, M"Pd., M.TE$GL
Kamsinah" M.Pd.l
Daftar rrama-narna penguii mah*siswa peserta Ujian Akhir Pmgram Studi :
Nama mnhasiswa peserta u.f ian akhir progravn Studi :
Nn. NAMA PENGL]JI MATA {JJI.EN KOMPONEN
Drs. Sudirman Usman. M.Ag. Dirasah lslsfiiveh MKDU
2 Drs. Sulaiman Sast. M.Pd. Ilmu Penditlikan Islarn MKDK
f Dra" Kanninah. M.Pd.l" Metodologi Pengajaran MKK
No. I NAM,& MAFIASISWA N{M ruRUSAN
Nurazizah Aliah 20401t{i6t sfi PBI
Makassar
14 Juni 2010
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SURAT KEPUTUSAN DEKAN FAKULTAS TARBIYAH DAN KEGURUAN
UIN ALAUDDIN MAKASSAR
NOMOR 104 TAHUN 20 10
Tentang
DEWAI{ PENGUJI UJIAF{ AKIIIR PROGRAM STUDI MAHASISWA
FAKULTASTARBIYAI{DAIYKEGI]RUAI\UINALAUDDINMAKASSAR
Dekan Fakultas Tarbiyah Dan Keguruan UIN Alauddin Makassar
Membaca
Menimbang
Mengingat
: Surat pembimbing Skripsi mahasiswa Fakultas
Tarbiyah dan Keguruan UIN A'lauddin Makassar'
dengan nama: Nuraziza Al lah Nim: 20401106150
tertinggal: 15 Juti 2010 yang menyatakan bahwa
mahasis:ia (i) tersebut sudah slap untuk menempuh
uj'ian/mrmaqasYah skriPsi.
:  a.  Bahwa untuk melaksanakan uj ian skr ipsi
dalam rangka penyelesaian studi mahasiswa tersebut
diatas,dipandangpedumenetapkanPanit ia/Dewan
MunaqisY;
b.BahwamerekayangtersebutruImanyadalamSurat
Keputusaninidipandangcakapuntukmelaksanakan
tugas uj *ianlmunaqasyah skripsi tersebut'
: 1. Undang-undang Nomor 20 Tahun 2003, tentang Sistem
Pendidikan Nasional;
2. Peraturan Pemerintah Nomor 60 Tahtrn 1999, tentang
Pendidikan Tinggi;
3. Peraturan Menteri Agama RI. Nomor 5 Tahun
20}6,tentangOrganisasidanTataKerjaUlNAlauddin
Makassar.
4. Keputusan Menteri AgamaNomor 458 Tahun 2002'
tentang Status IAIN Alauddin Makassar'
5. Keputusan Re*tor IAIN Alauddin Nomor 43 Tahun 1992,
tentang Penulisan dan Ujian Skripsi/lvlunaqasyah pada
IAIN Alauddin;
6. Surat Keputusan Rektor IAINp Alauddin Nomor 241
A Tahun 2004, tentang Pedoman Edukasi IAIN
Alauddin;
7. Sutat Keputusan Rektor IAIN Alauddin Makassar
Nomor 212 fatwt2005 tentang Kalender Kegiatan
Akademik 2006;
Menctapkan
Pertama
Kedua
Ketiga
Keempat
Kel ima
MEMUTUSKAN
:SURAT KEPUTUSAI\T DEKAI\T TAIilLTAS TARBIYAH DAN
KEGURUAN UIN ALAUDDIN NIAKASS.A.R
TENTANG PAFtIilA UJIAN/MUNAQISY SKRTPSI
:Mengangkat Panitia UjianlDewan Munaqisy Skripsi
Saudara (1): Nuraziza Aliah Nim: 20401106150 yang
namanya 
-sebagaimana tercantum dalam lampiran Surat
keputusan ini;
:Panitia Ujian/Dewan Munaqisy bertugas, untuk
mempersiapkan dan melaksanakan ujian terhadap
mahasiswa tersebut sesuai dengan ketentuan dan peraturan
yang berlaku;
:Segala biaya yang timbul akibat dikeluarkannya surat
Keputusan ini dibebankan kepada anggaran belanja Fakultas
tarliyah dan Kegunran UIN Alauddin Makassar tahun Anggaran
2008;
:Surat keputusan ini mulai berlaku sejak tanggal ditetapkan
dan apabila di kemudian hari terdapat kekeliruan didalamnya
al<an dipe6aiki sebagaimana mestinya;
:Surat  Keputusan in i  d isampaikan kepada masing-
masing iuog bersangkutan untuk diketahui dan
dilaksanakan dengan penuh tanggung jawab.
l]ltet*pkan il: l'li:kassar
irada fdr&gar i5 .!uli :tJl0
at
fDt}an, j 
,,,.U,t^t
fL lprpf. Dr. H., frrr. sefrt ltahryud'.1t.\*
\ IP. lq5408lf i  le8 J(l l  |  Otl{
Tembuswt:
l. Rektor tlIN Alauddin Makassar;
2. Mahasiswa yang bersangkutan;
3. Arsip.
LAMPIRAN : SURAT KEPUTUSAN DEKAN FAKULTAS
TARBIYAH DAN KEGURUAN UIN ALAUDDIN
MAKASSAR
NOMOR: 104 TAHUNi 2010
TENTANG PERSONALIA PAMTIA/DEWAN MLN{AQISY
SKRIPSI An. Saudara (i) Nuraziza Aliah Nim:20401106150
KETUA
SEKRETARIS
MUNAQISY I
MUNAQISY U
PEMBIMBING I
PEMBIMBING II
PELAKSANA
Dra. Diuwairiah Ahmad, M.Pd., M.TESOL.
Dra. Kamsinah, M.Pd.I.
Muh. Rusydi Rasyid, S.Ag.,M.Ag.,M.Ed.
Dra. St. Azisah, M.Ed.,St.
Prof. Hamdan Juhannis, M.A.,Ph.D
Nursalam, S.Pd., M.Si.
Wahyuddin, S.Ag.,M.Pd.l.
Ditetapkan di : Makassar
\"r.F. 1954S816 1e83$3 1 004
*) Coret y'ang tidak perlu
\atsir Mahmu
CI.IRICULUM VITAE
Nuraziza Aliah was bom at Ujung Pandang, 12m
July 1988. She began to receive her part of his
education at Elementary School at SDN 6711
Rappokalling Makassar and graduated in 2000.
Then she continued her study at MTsN Model
Makassar and furished in 2003. After that she
continued her study at MAN Model Makassar
and finished in 2006. In the same year he was accepted in English Education
Department (PBI) of Tarbiyah and Teaching Faculty at Alauddin State Islamic
University (UIN) Makassar, He was active in two extracurricular
organizations. They are: the threasure of English Lover Club (ELC) Makassar
Q0A7-2A08), as a member of Gerakan Pemuda Pelajar Matrasiswa Bamr
(GAPPEMBAR) Komisariat UIN Alauddin Makassar.
